
HR1550 Wahoo 
1D Wireless Handheld Scanner

Reasons to buy: 

✴ Offers wireless 1D barcode reading at a low cost.

✴ High performance Zigbee technology wireless 
operation.

✴ Charge/base station connects RS232 or USB.

✴ Up to 50m transmission distance to base station.

✴ Daisy chain operation of base station for up to 
150m range.

✴ Synchronous, asynchronous or batch modes of 
operation.

✴ Perfect for retail checkouts or in garden centres.

The HR1550 Wahoo offers dependable wireless 1D 
barcode reading at an extremely competitive price. 
Built-in Zigbee Wireless technology allows the Wahoo 
to function seamlessly up to 50 meters away from its 
base station, making it the ideal solution for large retail 
outlets like garden centres or DIY stores.

The base, which also functions as a charging dock, can 
be easily connected to terminals via USB or RS232, 
and allows daisy-chain operation for up to 150 meters. 
Synchronous and asynchronous operational modes are 
included, and batch mode can be toggled on and off as 
needed. The Wahoo also features a tough outer shell 
with a drop resistance of up to 1.5 meters and an IP54 
rating to guard against dust and water.

Product Overview: 
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HR1550 Wahoo 
1D Wireless Handheld Scanner

Smart Cradle
Cradle and scanners can be paired one-to-one or 
one-to-many via a match key on the cradle.  The 
cradle is also able to seek the paired scanners via 
the match key.

Zigbee Wireless
When it comes to wireless technology, Zigbee is at 
the forefront, allowing coverage of up to 50m. Easy 
networking allows for broader coverage where 
required.

Powerful scanning performance
The HR1550 is able to read 1D barcodes with 
ease, as well as PDF417 and MicroPDF417. 
What's more, its wireless design allows operators 
to move freely when scanning items for maximum 
efficiency.

Tough, dependable 1D scanning
The HR1550 Wahoo is designed to be able to take 
knocks and bumps without breaking under the 
pressure. Fast, accurate and dependable, it uses 
Zigbee technology to bring wireless capability to an 
already popular and reliable scanner.

Key Features:

Ideal for…
Supermarkets - Garden centres - Shopping centres - Warehouses - Distribution - Manufacturing - Inventory
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